July 19
Lucy Turnbull
Recently returned from completing her Masters at the New York Studio School, Lucy Turnbull is an ACSA graduate and former faculty member. In this talk, Lucy will be discussing the experience of studying abroad.

July 26
Matt Huppatz
Currently exhibiting at GAGPROJECTS, Matt Huppatz joins us to discuss his recent exhibition and speak about his complex and multi-faceted artistic practice. With a deep interest in queer theory, Matt's practice moves across sculpture, installation, drawing and painting.

August 2
Amy Joy Watson
With an upcoming exhibition at Hugo Michell Gallery, Amy Joy Watson shares some insights on her wider practice, and talks about her new body of work. Amy is an ACSA graduate, whose work is characterised by dazzling colour and a sense of play.

August 9
Nicholas Folland
To coincide with his new exhibition Other Homes and Gardens at Adelaide Central Gallery, ACSA Head of Sculpture and Contemporary Studies, Nicholas Folland, offers a back-stage glimpse of his thrilling new installation and talks about his recent participation in The National 2019 at the Art Gallery of New South Wales.

August 16
Anna Platten
Combining surreal imagery with meticulous tonal realist technique, Anna Platten is highly regarded and much loved South Australian artist. Returning to ACSA, Anna will offer an overview of her artistic practice and her recent work.